K09 G 001
Basket CB3.7.171
Locus CB37

Cast glass Bowl Rim
1 frag of rim present 1/60 of circumference.
2 grooves on interior just below rim.

Est Diam 20.0 cm
Frag H: 3.35 cm.
Frag W: 2.2 cm
Th: 0.35 cm

Drawn by: Leaf:
K09 B002
Basket CB37.171
Locus CB37

Roman Threaded Lacunae

1 clear green fragment of body of straight sided - tubular vessel.
Decorated with thread dee which appears to spiral down from rim around vessel body exterior.

PH: 2.2 cm
P width 2.0 cm
Est body Diam 3.0 cm
Th. 0.15 cm.

Drawn by:  
Leaf:
Bracelet of Turquoise Glass with Insets

Rect of a glass bracelet. Small section of top. Not circular. Turquoise blue with 2 sets of neat inlay. The complete inlay has 3 transverse bands of green and white. These are all bordered by black lines. The second inlay is just near the edge of black bordering the yellow band.

PL 3.3cm
W 1.0cm
Th. 0.35cm

Diameter 7.0 cm if round but prob not.

Identical to KO9G004 but differ in size.

cf. KO9G004
KO66-061

Drawn by: Leaf:
Bracelet of Turquoise Glass w. Insets

Section of turquoise glass bracelet; small section of top probably not circular but ovoid.

Decorated with two insets, each with 2 white bands divided & outlined with black lines.

(Identical to K09G003 but broader: a different bracelet) the inset made as a piece + inset.

PL 2.85
W 2.85 cm 1.25 cm
Th 0.4 cm
Est Diam 9.0 cm
10cm x 1 cm

cf. K09G003
K06G001

Drawn by:  
Leaf:
Green Glass Handle Frag

Horizontal loop handle frag + stump. Fragment preserves vestiges of a folded edge - the fold extends along the handle treaty a ridge on its lower surface. Surface has corrosion showing air bubble trails.

P. L 4.9 cm
PW 2.65
Thk wall of vessel 0.1 cm
Hellenistic Floral Cut Bowl

One body sherd of an opaque white (col. 9trans) bowl. The cut decoration: 2 zones preserved - 2 petals of the rosette medallion on the base, separated by two evenly incised lines from the wall, zone decorated with palmettes with stylized roundel leaves composed of a double outline with a central line.

PH 3.5 cm
PW 3.2 cm
Th 0.2 cm

cf. Decoration on Hellenistic lamp
Dor p275 fig. 5.16 - 5 (col. 9trans) discussion Dor 210 f.10, fig. on p. 261 f.10.

Similar decoration of rosettes & palmettes

Drawn by: 
Leaf:
Black + White Coreform Bottle BS.

1 shred of coreform bottle glass, - body shard.

The vessel is comprised of alternating black + white threads of glass - which have been "dugged" to create a herringbone/feathered effect.

PH 1.9cm
PW 1.35cm
Th. 0.2cm

Sand visible adhered to interior surface.

From the edge it is clear that a base of white glass was laid on the core form & then the threads of white & black added on top.

Drawn by: Leaf:
K09 G008
Basket CB 1.7.292 NW
Locus CB 17067

Red + Creamy Yellow Coreform Glass bs
1 body sherd of a closed vessel.- shoulder frag.

Width 2.0 cm
Height 1.9 cm
Th.: 0.3 cm

Drawn by: 

Leaf:
Cast Glass Grooved Rim Bowl Runi

1 large frag of glass bowl with one evenly groove on interior just below rim.

PH 5.4 cm
PW 2.8 cm

groove. Est. Diam > 20.0 cm?
Th. 0.2 cm
Rim Th. 0.14 cm.

Drawn by: Leaf:
K09 G010
Basket CB4.6.053
Locus CB46000

Tracking # 932
Date 18 June 09

Blown Glass Folded Rim
1 small fragment of glass.

PH 1.5 cm
PW 2.2 cm
Est. Drink 540 cm
Th. Rim 0.2 cm
Th. body 0.1 cm

Drawn by: 
Leaf:
Cast Glass Grooved Rim Bowl

Thick rim & bowl.

One narrow groove below rim on interior surface

PH 1.5 cm
PW 2.5 cm
Est. Diam. 17.0 cm
Th. Rim 0.7 cm
Th. Wall 0.7 cm

K09 G011
Basket CB15.112
Locus CB15

Tracking # 981
Date 22 June 09

Drawn by:
Leaf:
Cast Glass Grooved Rim Bowl

2 joining frags of blue bowl rim.
2 evenly grooves below rim on exterior surface.
Top groove wider than bottom one.

Fragment 1:
PH 4.7 cm
PW 3.3 cm

Fragment 2:
PH 3.0 cm
PW 3.8 cm

Vessel ext. diam 16.0 cm
Th. rim 0.4 cm
Th. wall 0.3 cm

Grooves:
W. top 0.15 cm
W. bottom 0.1 cm
East Glass Bowl Rim - Cobalt Blue.

1/19th of the circumference is this one shred of glass.

Everted rim with an evenly threaded attached to exterior of rim at rim/body transition.

The glass is bright blue with a dark enguzzled layer on surface + some grainy encrustation.

Frq. PW 2.5 cm
Frq. PH 1.5 cm
Est. Rim Diam. 18.0 cm
Th. 0.3 cm
Cast Glass Bowl Rim - Grooved

1 cm frag. representing 1/20 of the circumference
Green glass.
2 grooves on interior, the top one is narrow, the bottom one wider.

Fragment H: 3.2 cm
Fragment W: 2.6 cm
Th. 0.5 cm
Est. Drain: 15.0 cm

Drawn by:  
Leaf:
Blown Glass Flat Everted Rim

- Clean greenish glass
- Rim would have been flat with an encircling groove
- Top surface
- Only edge of blown vessel survives

Fragment L: 7.9 cm
Fragment W: 1.7 cm
(Estimate width)
Est. Diam: 21.5 cm
Thick max: 0.65 cm
Thick min: 0.4 cm
Thick body: 0.1 cm

Drawn by: [Signature]
Leaf: [Signature]